Visitor/Family Parking

Visitors and family should [download the ParkMobile app](#) to find and pay for parking after unloading.

The blue lots on this map are some of many that offer ParkMobile; make sure to verify enforcement hours in the app prior to parking.

Employee Parking

Employees are advised to avoid coming to campus during move-in (if possible).

If required to come to campus, avoid lots/areas designated for move-in.

Unloading Lots

- **College/Nine**/John R. Lewis/ILC ........ Lots 164, 165, 167
- Cowell/Stevenson Colleges .................... Lots 107-109
- Crown/Merrill Colleges ....................... Lots 118, 119, 152-154
- Oakes/Rachel Carson Colleges ............... Lots 146, 160-162
- Porter/Kresge Colleges ..................... Lots 124, 125, 143, 145, 147
- Village ...................................................... Lot 169
- Camper Park ........................................... Lot 150A
- Redwood Grove ...................................... Lots 158-159

University Town Center residents should unload off camps.

Checking In

1. Proceed to designated lot.
2. Follow directional signage to your unloading location.
3. Unload your vehicle.
4. Exit UCSC or use ParkMobile app to find parking.
   (a valid UCSC permit or ParkMobile payment is required during posted enforcement hours).

Key

- **Impacted Lots**
- **Alternative Parking**
- **Main Entrance Kiosk**
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